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Abstract
Two methods for tl,e computation of geoid undulations using potential
coefficients and I I x 1- terres t rial anomal y da , a are examined, I t was found
that both methods give the same final result but that the method suggested by
1lolodenskii allows a more simplified error analysis t han the method used by
Vincent and Marsh.
Specific equations Nvere considered for the effect of the mass of the
atmosphere and a cal) dependent zero-order undulation term was derived.
Althour;th a correctirin to a gravity anomaly for the effect of the atmosphere
is only about -0. ^7 mgnl, this correction causes a fairly lane undulation
correction i e.g. 2. J'm -,vith a cap size of 20 = ) that has not previously been
considered.
The accuracy of a geoid undulation computed by these techniques was
estimated consiecring anomaly data errors, potential coefficient errors, and
trimcat ion (onl y a finite set of potential coefficients bein:; used ) errors. It
«•as found that an optimun; cap size of 20' should be used.
The geoid and its accuracy were computed in the Geos - 3 calibration area
usin g the GEMG potential coefficients and 1`x 1° terrestrial anomaly data.
The accuracy of the computed geoid is on the order of	 m with respect to
an ur;movm set of best earth parameter constants. This geoid r:as com-
pared to that computed by Vincent and Marsh where we found a systematic
difference of 3.9 m, at undulation. difference variance of (`'. G m)`, and a
maximum difference of 12 meters.
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Under NASA contract NASD-24 , ,4, we are to investitnte the recovery
of mean j;ravity anomalies from altimeter data than is obtained from Geos-3.
In de%clopins; the methods for such recovery it became clear that it could be
helpful to have an external check on the altimeter determined geoid. This
check could be ob ta ined tn• computin- geoid undulations from a combination of
satellite and terrestrial --ravity material. This lntter set of geoid undulations
could be used to remove s ystemWic bias that might occur in the altimeter data
due to orbit determination inaccuracies and errors in the altimeter itself.
Although work had been done in the computation of detailed geoids in
the Geos-3 calibration area (as well as other areas), no comprehensive ana-
lysis of the complete theoretical :in(] numerical procedures has been carried
out. Thus, as one of the first steps in our gravity anomaly recovery work we
have prepared this report v.hich attempts to define computational procedures
for a detailed undulation computation and its accuracy in a precise way.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this report is to consider two procedures for the computation
of detailed geoids using p otential coefficients and 1"x 1 1 terrestrial gravity mater-
ial. In doing; this we are interested in the results obtained from the two methods,
as well as in the error analysis associated with each. The specific computation
area is the Geos - 3 calibration area since for this area an accurate computation
Of the f;coid wlclulation is needed. For our purposes the calibration area was ( , on-
sidered to be beth%cen •10" and 20^ north iatitudc and from 277° to 297 0 east longi-	
dw• y
tude. Although tl ►e resulting- geoid ma , not be the most accurate available gcoid,
in terms cif data used for its computation, we intend the analysis given to demon-
strate an accurate proced ► , •e for the computation of such a geoid.
Instead of giving extensive references to past work in this area %%'e shall re-
strict ourselves to references directly applicable to the current discussion.
Method A for computing'  detailed geoid undulation has been used extensimlY
b'v Vincent and harsh 1197 ,) and harsh and Vincent (11)7.3). j1 (retailed accuracy
.ur ► lysis of 'Method A was Liven by Rapp (1973). method li is described in Molo-
denskii, et. als. (1962, pale 1 ,16) and 11f2iskanen and Moritz (1967, page 259) and
has been used by Groton and Rummel (197 .1). Details of both methods will be gi-
ven hi subsequent sections.
2. Details of 'Method A and 13
2.1 Method A
In 'Ictho(' A, the geoid is considered to be composed of three com-
ponents N„ N ,7 and N, such that this slim Yields the undulation:
( 1 )	 N	 N l ' N2 ' N:,
Specifically we have N, being the undulation implied by a given set of potential
coefficients. The computation of such u ► ululations ha:; been discussed b} v
 10I'p
(11171). There are tao methods oC interest here. The first, %lcthod Onc, is based
on the sollltic?n (,l the keodelic bound; ► rY \;Iluc I,rol,lcn,. The result is:
-1-
^	 L	 t	 !	 I	 !	 f	 l
(2)	 N1 =	 I'yl	 r	 S (c cos mX - SIm sin ma) Ike (sitic^).C—/f-a=n
where:
GNI..... is th,: geocontric gravitational constant;
r....... is me geocentric distanec to the point of which the undulation is
being computed;
a....... is the equatorial radius;
y....... is the normal gravity at the computation point;
;ire the ditfcren( • cs hch cvn flit , actual potential cocilicicnts and those
Implied by the adopted reference ellipsoid.
In 1'rtECticc %^c have:
(.^)	 C.1*0	 C'.Z.n(pu5)
	
C,3.O(RE ► )
fi
with all other C and S values equal to their observed values. In our computation~
the reference coefficients were computed front,
( 5)	 C2.0(REF) _ -J2 //'5— 	 i
j	 \%here the J coefficients are (Cook, 11.)59):
J„	 2/3 ^(1- f/2) - m/2( I- 2f/7 + llf / .i9) )
1	 (7)
J4 	 f(I - f/2) (11 f (I - f/2) - 5m (1 - 2f/7) }
Iwith:
:end:
i	 w is the angular vclocity of the earth talmi as 7.2 1=151 ,167 '^ 10-E' rad/sec.
OR IG [^L1A, PAG I; IS
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We also note that in (2) P,, is the fully normalized Legendre polynomial for
the geocentric latitude 3.
A second method for determining N l is to first find a , r value that satisfies
the following equation that describes the potential (W O ) of the geoid:
I's
Gat	 r	 1' it . IL(8)^^'o	 I.	 Ll + ^ ( r./ L (Cps cos maf a
	
is
+ Sts sin ma) l' (sir,
+---- cos`` c3.
The solution for r is found by iteration in (8) after the geoid potential and
other yuanlitics in (8) are given. The undulation, N, , is found by different•ing,
r with the corresponding r of : ► specified reference ellipsoid. Six:citically we
have:
(:t)
	 Nr	 r - ai l -e"
/—J-  C-Cos' ^7
The procedure using (A) and (9) is essentially that used by Vincent and
Marsh. The results from this procedure will be the same as the results oh-
tained from (2) provided t hat consistent constants of GM, a, w, f, and WO
are used. In both cases a zero-order undulation of the geoid is taken to be
zero. (See section 9 where the removal of this rest riot ion is discussed).
The No component of (1) is cowpulcd in this method as follows:
r(10)	 :12	
a n1 G	 JJ Oe - •'• t;.) S(Odo'
a,
where:
Ii....... is a mean earth radius (6:371 knr);
G....... is a mcali value. of gravity (979. x gals);
w I
-3-
A^...... is close to the mean free air anomaly and will be discussed
j	 in a subsequent section;
f`	 Ate...... is tale n1van anomaly implied by ; he potential coefficients used
f	 in computing; Nl as in (Y);
vC ....... is a limited cap almit the computation point;
S(0)...... is the Stokes ,
 funct i((n.
In practice the integration in (10) is replaced by a numerical Integration.
The value of Ag. is:
( 11 )	 Gg:► 	 -L f Ag.6AA A
whore:
A....... is the area in whisk the mean anomaly ;g, is being determined.
Specifically in the computation to be given here A will correspond to a 1 °x 1°
mean anwnaly. The value of jig;► is compute(] from (Rapp, 1967):
; 'X	 e A
^	 611
	
^ a .(1)	 Ag. _ —r- -- S (P-1) '- r	 (c; . cos ni-
+ S4 Sill lllx ) 13 (Sin(,)).
The actual c%':tlu:ttion of (11) witli (12) was carri( -d out by the anal
.
, -tic inte-
g rratiou of file cos mX, sin ma tcrins and the numerwal intcg,ration of tits 7`^
term.
The N ;, term of (1) is formally given ht:
(1.l)	 N., 
	 fj (^ r^ ' — (fig; ► ) S(wdcy.
Q-aC
cr-va..... represents the remaining; g iolwl cat( not inclucic l in (7, The er.p a,,
is chosen in such :t gray that N c: a be neO(vte(i. A call Sire discusslon will be
given in section ticv('n.
2.2 Method 11
This method has been used by ciroten and Rummel (1974), for detailed .geoid
computations. llere we write:
7
(14)	 N = N, ► Na i N,	 N
{
where the primes have been used to distingiush these values from N 1 , N2 , and
1\^ given in (1). We have:
li
%%,here:
QI(OL,) ..... is the Volodenskli Iruncation function (lieislumen and Moritz, 1967,
p. 2GO) and is given a:i :	 i
I
n
( lt'>	 Q,( o) _ J
4)0 S(cost) P (cos ^)sini^dt^
where:
00 ........ Is the cap size of trravity data to bc- included in Na and P, are the Lc-
gendre polynomials. 'n the computation to he riven hero we have use a proc;ram
supplied by M. K. Paul based on hi p-, accurate and fast algorithm (l)aul, 1973i.
The value of G;; Q is the I l tit degree component of the gravity :tnc ► rt:tly implied
by a. set of potential coefficients mitt is given by:
G 1T
	
V,	 0
(17)	 Agi	 ^- ( f-1) a // (C * cos nix
n n
+ b sin niX) 11 (sinU).P+	 (a	 i
—5—
rt
^	 I
t
a
We have for N..:
X18) No'
	
ff `^1gs(o)clo
where the Q, cap has a radius ta.. The anomaly A1,+' is the same as in (10).
1'he N; terr y can be written as:
'V
1
0 ,^^i 11
'Phis term represents the inforru: p ion :cbove dct rree 4 = ., tivt h:rs not hecn
include,] ill Ni's
3.• The I;ffec:t of the .fuss of the Atmosphere
ill
	
the Stoles' equation fur computing the disturbing potential or
geoid un(:^Jatioa it was assumed that there were no nl.csses external to the geoid.
ill
	
there are topographic masses mid atmospheric masses: ;% consideration
of the topographic masses (-.ill he made by alternate solution of' the boundar y , va-
luc problem. It fua •m out that the corrections to the results of Stoles' equation
are sm.rll except in mountainous areas. Specifically, the corrections are zero
in ocean areas, such as bein g; considered here, Ire any event, procedures for.
ha ndlint; the tupo^^raphy in this type of computation :rrc discussed Ill
	 (197.1,
1975) .end arc considered negIi ti;ible Ior this paper.
In corsidering the atmosphere, we first define the potential of the geoid to hc+
the sum of the gravity potential of the solid earth and oceans plus the potential of
the atmosphere. c'onseduentll', the com putation of the geoid undulation using, (L's)
requires that GM be that value including the mass of the atmosphere.
In the other phases of the geoid computations we must carry out the compu-
tations alter file mass of the atmosphere has been relli • cd from c•onsidoration,
and then a^ Id :rn^ net effccis hacl: in. To sure this l,ruhlem Moritz has shown
th.r1 file mass of the :ttmosp IVIV can he c • onclensecl onto the reference ellipsi y id, tau
()j{l(;rn,AL 
PA(ig IS11.1 
M MR (UILIT11
INI
ovit the n ►ass of the latter will be equal to the mass of the solid earth and oceans
i glus file atmosphc-re. in this case equation (2), (12), and (17) aro valid as they
stand. To see this more clearly, we write the gravity potential at it point in the
'it ► no:-l ►here as:
`1t,(20) W1tip	 ^,.	 - t;
 TO ^
1
--^ dr
	
r	 r'"
where M„ is the ma of the anilosphere and M(r') is the mass outside a sphere
of r-.idius r surrounding the earth. Equation (20) is written in slightly an alprox-
imated form. %V is the gravity potential clue only to the solid earth plus oceans.
The normal potential is now defined (approximately) as:
(21) U ^ U° 4	 G1fAr
where IP is the norr • i.(.tontial clue to a reference ellipsoid that has a mass
equal to that of the solid earth plus oceans. The disturbing potential, T, is:
(22) T W- U 'Wo - V ) - G J—' 'r,^ dr'
(23) .1 - .1.: - G J. ^1  , dr'
'	 where, in terms of potential coefficients:
I	 (29)	 T° -	 G119--	
f ^J [r 
(Lhcos n>>{	 r	 ^ ► .
a- S sin nix) R (si ►>^).
The second term on the right hand side of (23) can be evaluated nu ►nericalIv. For
-7-
If
the case of r referring to the surface of the ellipsoid, the second term has a value
of 4bout 0.006 kgal mater %%hic • h would be about 0.6 em in geoid height. Thus this
term is negliglb:o Consequentl' • , we can use (24) dividir,;; by y to obtain N (fro ► n
potential coefficients). The resultant expression is (2).
The computation of the gravity anomaly in the case that the atmosphere is con-
(lensed onto the ellipsoid can he expressed as:
(25) Di;	 Qg + 61;,
where:
J9 ....... Would be tale gravity :n o maly ill system where all atmosphere mass
is condensed into he ellipsoid;
Ag ....... would be the usual anon.alN where the atmosphere is not condensed
into the ellipsoid.
tv ... , .. is a correction that can be computed knowing the elevation of the
point and a model for the atmosphere.
In terms of potential coefficients, :1 r is given by (12), or by degree in terms
of (17). Consequently, the computation of ,;
	 in (10) or .1g ,, 	 (lv) is not ►tt-
fected by the condensation of the atmosphere mass to the ellipsoid.
The anomaly to be used in the Stokes' integration based on terrestial data, must
he one to «hich the atmosphere correction term has been applied. Specifically, we
must use in (10) .end (. ):
V.-here:
....... will be the usually given free-air anomaly and;
^...... v. ill be given based ()It tht-
 ► nean hci-Ilt of the (in our case)
l o x 1 0 block,
Values of 
``4 can be t:lkcn as -tg Mhcre b^, is tabulated for the Gco(letic
Reference System 1967 (IAG. 1971 ). If V.e assume th:tt bgA is constant Nvithin the
integration cap used in the Stokes' intc"I' ► t ion, the	 of the atmosphere on the
geoid undulation is:
^t
(26)
r° 1
1.
s
t	 ^
-3-
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1
a
I
4-7 G .j
a:
Since (27) is evaluated in a circular cap whose radius is 	 we.can write (27)
in the form:
{
(2b)	 bl;
A 	-
Rbi*.	 ^., S(^)sint;clu
	
i
2G
	 •►^	 i
i
Equation (29) can be written in the form:
129)	 t^N^	 _Iii,	 : (t.
G
where:
(30)	 intrdLi
which is evaluated and tabulated in Lambert and Darling (1936). Using then
of N( )and -valucs of 6& from the Geodetic Reference Systom 1967; the toll
6N,, values Nvere computed.
Table One. Effect of Atmo;pherc on Geoid Undulation Computations (rr
Mean Elevation cif Cap	 ( ineters)
0 1 00 .100 :1100
ti° 0. 53 0. JET U. 5 0.55 0. 54
10' 1.17 1.16 1.1.1 1.	 1:. I	 1.12
15` l.. 7 5 1	 1.7.1 1	 71 1	 619 1.67 
The corrcctions in Table one should be :u pped to the undulation component com-
puted from (10) and (18) wh ► • n Ap is Taken simply as tire observed trek air , ano-
111:iIly, 	 g.
From Table one we sce that the correction is quite sensitve to the cap size,
but insensitive to the elevation within the range tested.
In the actual geoid computations to be made for this report, 7070 of the gravity
material is in ocean areas where the eltwat i,,n \% •ould be zero. The remaining;
areas would be in the castern :ind c • ent ► •:tl United States, which have a small mcan
elevation. Consequently, for this report we will use the 6N, value for a ► scan
elevation of 0 melees. A mom accurate procedure would r•ecpuire knu\% , lcdgc of
file 1" x 1" nwan elc%aijons. Nor this rcporl this Is not ncc(, • scary, I ► u1 fur high
elevation continental	 such :wctwatc• computation for various cap sires
needs to be clone in the future.
4. Numerical integra tion of Stokes' Eqc ation
The evaluation of (10) or (18) is carried out by summation in which a n
average S(() value ,
 is needed. We write (16) (for exaunple) as:
(31)	 N., "	 Y A ,
	
u
where:	 .
d1cr....... is the arc:, of the 1 0 x V block and:
i t	 ('(.32)	 S(U)	 4a 'IT S(0) 6 CT
no
In practice (32) is evaluated Iw c • ompul in- one, or several valuer of S(^J) from
file computation point to points in the block in which Ail is g;ivcn, and mcaninr
the result. The number of values meancd will depend on the size of 1J and the
accuracy desired. Since 5(a .) c 1L1ng;eti r: ► pidly for 1,111:111 W values, more points
:1rc required for an accu ► :11c. mean Ma-11 t, , is x111 ;111 (h;m when 3; is large.
a& r
1*"'
a
To investitrlte a proper integration procedure, we equate the undulation tin
equation form) obtained by M thcxl % and metimd i^. The followinit e(itmlity
should than hold:
i,
(33)	 ^^^	 II !^ S( wc' r'1;11	 ^ ( .tr (1-(1 )	 (& Cos 111AGr
B
t ,S S1111A) T (Si1);3).
is
	
r
Usiti,r the GEM 6 potential enef'icients to L=16, the ri;;ht hand side of (33)
can rigurously be computed yielding a "true" value. The left hand side of (33)
can be c%-aluated by subdivision schemes until one is found that yields results
consistent with the "true" value. I•'our subdivision schemes were tested:
subdivision one (1): 	 Stokes' function is computed only for the center
point of each anomaly block (the undulation com-
putation point is at the corner of a 1°x 1 1 block);
Subdivision Two (4-1):	 Inside a spherical cap of 0=2° around the compu-	 t
tation point every 1°x 1° block is divided into four 	 i
equal (in terms of latitude/longitude increments)
blocks for which the Stokes' function is evaluated
at the center point and mcaned. outside L: 2`,
the Stoles' function is evaluated based only on the
center Wint of the 1°x 1° block.
Subdivision Three (1G-4): 	 hiside a spherical cap of 0_-2° a 16 sub-block
system is used, N,:Iiilc beyond 20 a •1 sub-block
System is implemented.
Subdivision Four (64-16-4-1): The following; sub-block system is used here:
0 s 2 ) ; 6 .1 sub-blocks
20 < V < ; 16 sub-blocks
5°< Oil: 10'; 4 sub-hlocks	 ^q
10°< 0 < 200 ; 1 sub-block
Using; these val• ious Sub-division schemes, tl ►e left hand side of (:13) 	 evaluated
-11-
i
with the results shown in Table Two,
	
with the "I roc" value computed from
the rig-lit hand side of (33), for four points in the calibration test area.
Table Two. Influence on t7uhllation Comput: ► t ion of Various tiuhdivision Scliumes
_-	 Used in the Ev: ► luation of the Stokes' formula. ( ► ncters)
1'est Point (W, X)
r subdiv.Model 1i ol" 27'x`) 2001 297') 11'-)0 0 	`77 ` 1 r	 0-	 :'^;"►
-26.S 4.0 -52. 1
-Z -18.4---- -36.9 - '► .	 1 -52.5
3 -18.4 27.0 •1.1 -52.8_
-1	 - -18.5
_
27.0 -1.'-' -52.t)
..t 1
.11 -1 ti . r	 -27.11 1..`^.	 _ -,53. U_
The Lest agreement Ny ilh the "t1-uc" value exists for subdivision model four,
which is thus chosen for use in the actual geoid computations in the calibration
area. Since (lie actual into;ration error will defend on the magnitude of the ano-
111:lliCS in the Stokes' kcrnal, We %vould cxl,(!et Method A would be sonlewhat less
sensitive to integration errors than Method 11, since in A an anomaly difference
is used while in Method 13, the actual anomal y is used. The Cxilct sensitivity
will depend on the map-pi0ude and smoothness of Ap used in A (or in other
words on the vale; of f_ " ). Consequently, \t'e recommend the above subdivision
model for use in either Mct11od A or Method 11 of undulation computation.
5. Accuracv Ana lysis
a..
5.1 Introduction
In this section we will try to estimate the accuracy of the geoids computed by
the methods described in section two. In such an analysis we will try to estimate
the optimum truncation an g lC t,. Several of the error terms have been discussed
previously (10pp, 197:1) I)ut they will bc. rediscusscd here for the spcc'il'ic : ► rea Of
compkitation.
There are baSica111• thy ( , data Sourc • c errors. These arir,e from the errors
in the potential CocffiCients, and the error: in the }; ►: ► vita- antli : ► lies. The vari-
r• i
-12-
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ante-covariance matrix of the potential coefficients is desii;nated r,, * and that
of the anor.ialies as EL g. Nve will assume that these matrices are diagonal.
This assumption is true for the GravitN- anomalies since the} , are estimated in-
dependentl^, but not exactly true for the potential coe:fficientg.
5. 2 Analvsis for `.Tethod A
:Method A is represented by (1). The first t,.,:o terms on the right hanri side
of (1) represent errors of commission, «bile N:! represents an error of ominis-
lion. :'or a single undulation error vari^Lnee we write:
(34) Cr'z _ 0e + Chz
where:
Q . , ..... is associated v:ith the commission errors;
C'I ...... is associated with the ommission errors.
There should be no confusion with this o, and that used previously to designate
tine integration cap. To compute Q. we write:
(35) ib = 1\i i
Consideringn (2) and (10), (35) can be written in matrix form as:
(3G)	 N 9C i L1! (:L O^ - ^v
where the elements of 13 are the coefficients of the potential coefficients
(designated C in (36) ). The elements of A are taken from (10). We can repre-
sent the computation of :;6; as:
f
ti
-13_
i^,	 t%+here the. elements of B. are found as t he co efficients o[ t he poten ial
coefficients in 112t.	 Inserting (:37) into (36) we have:	 )
(38) 1`; - 13 c j :1'	 -	 A'11.' C
Applying the propagation of error formulas we have:
(39) Q? = 1j :1 11	 AAELg A , A'13.% . B.A
- 2:3f r1, 13. A.
Thu evaluation of this equation is complex and will not be attempted in this report,
as a simpler formula %vill he found when using ,
 Me t hod 13 for the undulation eompu-
tat ion.
The specific evaluation of IN, cam not be done as we do not know the high
deg-ree poten • ial coefficients. At bast we can find a global average effec t I,^
writing (Rapp, 1973):
where c, (.;g) are anomaly degree variances and s is (Tscherning and Rapp,
197-1): 0.999617. although the summat ion is laRen to r , in practice +cc Wuuld
take the summation to about 200 as we are using 1 ` data as the smallest tcrres-
trial data block. For rr = 10°, we get for ac :!bout 1. 1 meters and for is '20",
about 0.7 meters.
Other error sources in the computation of point undulation include (for the com-
putation in thiG palter) the fact teat . smaller anomalies than 1'x 1^ anomalies may
be needed, and that the reference set of constants may y ield an equa t orial vravitv
different from that implied by the best set of constants. V :je effc'c:ts have hccn dis-
cussed in Il.Lpp ( 197:3). For our purjwses we %vill assume that 1"x V da l e is the onl}
data used: (there ap pears to be about =0. •t m of more detailed informa t ion in 11110-
01?1q'V
OP 
1,UU1Aw111 ; is
`1111'y
9
t
r
t1
	
l	 1	 ^
malt' data in blocks smaller than 1 °x 10 ); and we will assume ourequatorial
gravity is true; if it is not, errors up to 2.6m(la 201 ) for a 1 ingal error in
equatorial gravity can be expected, exclusive of No considerations (see sec. 9).
5.:3 Analysis for Method B
As in Method A, we have for Method B errors of commission and errors
of onimission. The commission errors arise in (15) and (17) due to potential
coefficient errors, and in (18) due to anomaly errors. The ommission error
is caused by the fact that the summation in (15) is taken to C ' , x instead of -.
Th s latter error is the same as given in (40) and the discussion given with re-
sp xt to (40) is equally valid here.
To carry out this aialysis we express the computational procedure in the
form:
(41) N 
	
Tf SC + AT E
where:
......... A, 13, and C are as before and Q is a diagonal matrix whose
elements are composed of values of Qj(r O ). Error propagation thru • (41)
yields for ,1lathod 13:
(42) ci; :: 11( 'Tw c^Ill i AT F.eg A
Compari ►-4; (42) with the corresponding result (39), for method A indicates
that the error analysis for method 13 is considerably simpler than for method
A. 'rho actual implementation of (42) can be done through lninor modificn- 	 j
tions of programs used in the evaluation of (15) and (18) since Fa , , and £gig	 1
are to be regarded as diagonal matrices. The accuracy of the geoid we will
compute will be evaluated using (43) and (40) in (3.1).
ii
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f► . Data Accuracy
G.1 Gravity Anomaly Accuracy
The gravity data to be used in these computations will be 1"x V mean ano-
malies. Each of these anomalies th;it has been estimated has an assigned stnn-
dard deviation. In some cases an anonialy N ill he needed, within a cap, for
which no estimate of that anomal y is available. In this case we will assume that
the anomaly is zero and that its standard deviation is :t ;to mi;als, which is the
root mean square variation of 1°x 10 mean free-air gravity anomalies.
The 1`)c 1°clata distribution within and around the calibration area is shown
in Fignire One. In this Figure One, zero (0) indicates those blocks for which an
anomaly estimate is available and an * indicates that no anomaly exists. The
outer borders of a 10° cal) and a 20C, Cap are al';() shown.
6.2 Potential Coefficient Accurac
The formal standard deviations for the GFINI G potential coefficients were
provided to us by Frank Lerch. 'These formal statistics are considered opti-
mistic and we therefore used two approaches in estimating; realistic standard
deviations for the potential coefficients.
In the first approach the formal standard deviations were multiplied by a
scale factor of 3.4 as suggested by Lerch, et, als. (1974). An average per-
centage error, by degree, can be .iefined as:
_111115 (11",,.)n( t:3)	 1Z 115 (C,SZ"
wherc:
RNIS (me, ,) ... is the root mean sduarc value of the standard deviation of
the coefficients of degree 1, and,
R".L5 (C,S) ... is the root mean square value of the cofficients of the 61:11 G
solution of degree
Values of (43) are plotted in rig;tu•e Two where it is :p een that the percentat;C
error Increase:: so tte:lt it is about ; o f,,,, at f 16, and even higher for the coef-
ficients ab(we 16) to 22.
I
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A second approach to potential coefficient accuracy determination starts
with detel-minir.:; the percental;e difference, by degree, between the (*,);11 G
coefficients and the coefficients of the Standard Earth Ill (Gaposchkin, 1971).
This difference increases to a maxin ► um of 130" at degree 12 as seen in Fi-
gurc Two. With tliese differences a curve was drawn to represent the percen-
tage accuracies v:ith the s t xcification that this percentage Lou 101'. at degree
1G. We then could estimate the standard deviation of the potential coefficients
(I)ut only by (10-1 ^C) by multiplyin; , the root mean square coefficient value by
the percentage error. Clearly, this second :approach yields accuracy esti- 	 r•j
mates more pessimistic than fowtid to t„e first approach.
7. optimum Cain Size
We n •,w wish to (ictermine an optimum 4 that gives a minimum error in
the deterwimatio^n of the geoid undulation. In order to do this we consider the
various error sources that are associated with method B.
First we consider the commission error due to the errors in the gravity
anomalies. This error will clearly depend on the geographic loc:,tion of the
computation point. In order to obtain a representative value, computations
were carried out for nine representative IwAnts in the c.-Iihrtttion area, as the
cap size was varied from 0` to 30'. The suinclard deviations for the nine
poin!s v:ere Uer.-Iged and are plotted as a function of t; in figure Three. We
see that the standard deviation, due to the anomalies increases from A meters
at ^, 00
 to 1.3 meters at L - NO.
rn
	
	 !'ii (ire Three. Vndulation S tandard lkvirtions I)ue To Anonial\
1'rrors And 'their Standard Deviation.
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We next consider the commission errors c lue to he potenti a l coefficien's.
Alain values have been computed at nine points :end averaged to obtain a re-
presentative number. Specifica2y, we have made computations for different
f: „ values and different i, values for the two error models of the GF11 G so-
lution previously discussed in section 6.2. The- resulting, standard deviat ► nns
are sho%%m in Fitnlre four for error model one with Q E ,, S. 12, 1^ and 22,
and for j,.n 16 with error model two. W, lues are also given in Table Three.
lu coml ►uting the values for the /, 22 solution it is ncc cs,sary to adopt
standard cleviations for the potential coefficients not present in the G1 •:l1 G set
-is we have in essence assumed these coefficients to be zero. -Specificall' y , %%'e
have taken for their standard deviation, the rout mcan square coefficient vari-
ation implied by the following anomaly degree variance model given in
Tr,c • hcrning and Happ (1974, p. 20):
_ A (1_ 1) ^
(^^)	
cf	 (F - 2)(i'. 13)
L	 with A - 425. 28 n igaF, and B 2.9.
m,	 1'il rure I'cur. Undulation standard Devia t ions l)uc to l l o t en t ial Coeffi-
c,ien, Errors.	 (mc"(1rti)6 -
Model ()n.c for Q e .. = N, 12, 16, and 22
------- mo (ici rwo for l..,	 16
s	 1
1
1
1
4 -^ 1
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The differences in the results from the two error models have a maxinimn
at i 0° and decreases as V increases.
The last error source considered here is that due to the neglect of the hi;;h-
cr de-ree potential coefficients. This crrrn • is , , ivvn by 00) where the summa-
tion is taken to 200 and (44) v:.ks used for the anomaly degive variance nwdcl.
These results are given in 'fable hour and Figure five for various D,., an(r.
Values.
'fable F.-i i r. Undulation Er ror Caused by Potential Coefficient Truncation  at
Specified ^..	 (meters)
^4rk
0  I	 8	 12	 16	 22
0 7.6 5.5 4.4 3.3
2.5 3.5 1. 8 1.2 1.0
5.0 2.1 1.O 1.8 1.4
7.5 2.6 2.3 1.7 0.9
10.0 2.9 2.1 1.2 0.8
112.5 2.9 1.6 1.0 0.8
15.0 2.5 1.	 1 1.0 0.6
17.5 2.0 1. 1 0. ;r 0.5
20.0 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.5
22.5 1.2 1.0 0.5 0.4
2,3.0 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.3
2", . 5 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3
:30.0 0.7 0.•1 0.:3 0.2
We can now quadratically add the three error sources together to obtain the
final representative undulation standard deviation in the calibration area. The
resultant stand:ircl deviatiow. are plotted in Figure Six.
In considering Figure Six for the 8, 12, 16, mid 22 solutions with potential
coeffic-ient error modal one we see that the error at first decreases as L% in-
ercascs, then it increases somewhat and finally decreases. At certain t.,valtres
such as 7. 5- for L,, k 12 we would expect a l:irt;cr error 111.111 at smaller or
larger L valises. This would indicate that ornc sh(mid choose an optimum L' va-
lor hased on the ;", of Oic• putenti:tl cocfficicn' find hcin^; u:;ed. Based 011
Fihniry Six we feel	 20" cap is reasonable.
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AFor the final undulation computations the GEM 6 solution was used with
fs*x 16. This v.'as done su that the error analysis could be clone without
m,ekin- assumptitnns about the coefficients between degree 17 and 22 not es-
timated in the G1-"N1 6 solution. It will be shown that no si hmificant undula-
tion different#- occurs when using a 4 6 , = 16 or 22 in the case of the GEM G
set.
B. The Geoid in the Calibration Area
	 w• I
The previous discussions have dealt with the method for detailed undu-
lation computation and the method of accuracy analysis. We now turn to the
computation of the detailed geoid and its accurac y in the calibration area us-
ing the GEM G potential coe fficients and 1` x 1 0 gravity anomalies given to a
rn^^rl on a tape dated Jule 1975.
/4.
We first define a set of constants identical to that used by :Harsh and
Vincent (1973) so that oui- undulations ma y be compared. 'These constants are:
w 7. 2921151467 x 10- ' rad/s
a - 6378142m
f = 1/296.255
GM- 3.9SG009 x 101 4m3/sa
Wo - G263F,57. 52 k al m
y, = 97S032.14 mgal
The GN1 includes the mass of the atmosnhere rsnd thus the effect of the at-
mosphcre is included in the geoid potential 1l', and equatorial gravity, y,. The
normal gravity formula corresponding to these constants is then:
(45)	 y., = y, (1 r 0.0053024269 sin`v - 0.0000059 sin' ?Q)
Now the anomalies on the Jul y 1975), 1 0 tape were given with respect to the
gravity formula of thr Geodetic Y,(Jercnce System 1967 and thus need to be con-
verted to be given %%ith respect to the new constants. We have:
' If it did not, then the IV., Perm from cr cation (51) ^."nuld h:wo to 1W evalu:Lred.
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^i	 l
A ,
( (il	 n:wr - u 9,57 + x67
or numerically:
R
(•17)
	 ",g,,,,, =	 - 0.29 - 0.06 sieo m,ggl
Although this correction is small, it is s ystematic and its neglect could cause
errors on the order of 0.3 meters in the computed undulation.
For the final results several different computations were performed us-
in; the CEM G potential coefficients and the 1 0 x 1° mean anomalies converted
to a gravity forritda consistent with the adopted constants. % e first.con:puted
the geoid undulations using Method B with the (;FM G coefficients truncated
at degree 16 and v: ith a cap size of 20`. These undulations are given in 'rable
Five and in contour forth in Figure Seven. These undulations include an at-
moGpheric correction of 2.26 m obtained from Table (hie. The undulation stan-
dard deviations for the calibration area %vhen using the potential coefficient
error model one is shown in Table Six and when usi:ig the potential coefficient
error model two in Table Seven. In the first case the standard deviations have
a maximum of 2.0 m with a minimum standard deviation of i-l. 1 m. The cor-
respondin; values when using the second error model are -2. -, m and -1. S m.
These error estimates are all given with respect to the adopted set of constants,
and exclude the error contribution clue to the neglect of detailed trravit •y informa-
tion in blocks below 1` x I c in size. The accuracv of these standard deviations
depends on ho,.r well the accuracy models for the anomalies, po:et,tial coefficients
and truncation effects have heen handled. We believe that the latter two effects
have been handled reascnabIV. Ilo\tever, the anomaly error contribution has
been based on the anomaly standard deviations that may be optimistic.
We next computed the geoid undulations using Method A described in sec-
tion 2. 1 v: ith the identical data as used in Method B. A comparison of the r , sul-
tant geoids showed a maxitr.um descrcpency of 0.2 m with other statistics on the
comparison riven is 'fable Eight. We conclude that either me t hod consistently
applied will g ive the same unchtlation at the t-0. l meter level.
A computation v.as trade usin^ nctlim! l3 when a truncation angle of 10`' was
used instead of 200 . The larg,cst dificrem-c • found was :3. G meters with the
ORIGINAL PACs
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square r(x)t of the variance of the difference being; +1. 55 n ►cters. Based on
the stan(Lird deviations shown in Fi,;.ire Six, we wcrAd exhcct the above dif-
ference to be _1.3m when using; the optimistic potential coefficient error
model and _1. ^, in when using the pessimistic model. (The values are arrived
at by conr.puting or. 
-2 Q.`r - e;--). These erl>ected values are very com-
patible with the result actually found.
in the computation described in +he above paingraph, the atmospheric cor-
rection was rigorously applied %vith mc:an difference between the two results be-
ing; -0.2 .1 meters. A test computation was made when the atmosphere was not
considered in the anomaly data within the 10- and 20 ` caps. In this case the
resulting mean undulatior difference was found to be -1 .3 .1 meters which is a
considerable increase from. the -0.24 n c^ers when the atmosphere x as proper-
ly treated. These results indicate the practical value and need of the atmo-
spheric correction to gravity anomalies when the undulations of the geoid are
be in g- computed.
:mother computation th;it was made was % ith the GEM 6 potential coeffi-
cients taken to ,' 22 with a t, 20`. The resulting undulations were compared
to the values computed usim the coefficients to C - 16. The differences bc-
hveen the undulations was a maximum of 0. 3 m with a negligible ► scan differ-
ence and variance as is shown in Table 1•:i-ht.
Table Eiaht. Comparison of Various Undulation Computations	 (meters)
A
--1i- —	 ^^ ` - — - - U- E
Mean I)iff .03 -u. 24 .03 3.87 .1.15
Cr i• (I:) i 1.55 ±. 18 l2. 5S 13. 2
Max 0 Diff 0.2 2.9 0. 3 12.0 10. -1
Max f-1 Diff -0.2 -3.6 -0.3 -0. 6 -5. 3
A: Difference between Method A minus Method B ( i n , x
 16, V 200);
13: Difference benseen Method 13(x, 20^) mints Method B (W::- 100);
C: Difference betiveen Mc:hod 11(.:. 1 22) minus Method 13r G,. x IM;
D: Difference benseen Method B (L. 20 0 )minus solution of Vincent-'Alarsht
L': Differem-e between Method 13 (L W)minus solution of Vincent-Harsh,
The final con ►pariSoil that was carried out was the comparison of the cali-
-31-
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oration geoid of this relx.rt to that geoid of Vincent and Marsh (1973), v.•hich
was provided to us by Jim Marsh at Y \ 1" corner points. The results of the
comparison are shuwn in Table Eight. here 'xe see that there is a strong
systematic cifference in the undulation of 3. 7 m, about 1. ? meters of which
is cause(] I,y the nc ,
-
, lc-ct by Vincent and :Marsh of the influence of the atmos-
p1wre. ThC s(ielare root of the vari:unce of the unc]ulati.,n differences is _2. 58
meters with the lar vst discrepancy being 12.0 m. (Again part of this latter
discrepancy is due to their neglect of the atmosphere). The main cause of
the non-systematic differences between the undulations is probably the 1 1, x 11
gravity data used in the computations.
9. The Vero-( )rder V h tlation
The zeru-order undulation of the geoid has been discussed by 11ciskanen
and Moritz (199,7, p. 1021 for the case of an undulation computation usin>; Stokcs
equation in, a grinbal inw ration process. Specifically we have:
kbm _ it-^
^°	 2C;]t
	
2G
where k b M is the differern-e between a true value of the geocentric gravitational
constant of the earth plus the atmosphere, and that adopted for the reference field.
In addition	 is the mean gravit y anomal\, of those anomalies (after the atino y
-pherir correction has been applied) referred to the adopted L• oustauts. Thus:
r(49)	 Ag;, =	 - i
t	
Ji (Jg - 6g,) (I
a
This	 must also be subtracted from the ygo given in t2G) to assure that
the ar_omalics used in S'.okes' equation have a global average equal to zero. In
this case an additional term will appear from (10) and (15) equal to:
( 4 8)
Ob-
,,j,
r
CIO
4-7G
()-'?k,!
op ^,^N ^L 
p`I GE
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Equation (50) is now added to (4tt) to obtain the modified N^ term that applies
for both methods of computation of geoid undulations described in this report.
We }lave:
(51) No 	 _ its	 4
	
2Glt
	
G	 t
If t is 1S0` \%c have 1. = N	 if 1: . .`I ^nd Gg, are zero :^- is zero. If
k 6 M	 0, and. e. = 1 1211,'al, :^', is -4. G m for r.^ = 10` and -5. S to for 	 =-20°.
The value of ::g: can be determined from (49) if We have a global gravity field
or from:
(52) Ago	 Y' - Y
where y` is the true equatorial gravity based on the class of the earth plus the
atmospY	 and y is the corresponding value adopted for use in the computa-
tioils.
Thus, i e have derived a now N- term that is ex i t size dependent. This
No,, if it can be determined, must be added to the undulations obt.'nined from
equation (1) or equation (1 .1) to obtain tine true unchtlatio n with respect to the
adopted constants. If N, is set to zero, the computed undulations will : efer to
a set of tuilcnovai constants such that k b '^l and dg, are zero.
10. Suinmary
'Phis palter documents two procedures that can be used for the cowputa-
tion of gVOid undulations combinini; po + en'ial _• oofficient data and !errvstrial
gravity data. We found that the two methc+cis yield essentially thu same results
(at the .U. 09 m levch. However, the error analv g is for Method b is simpler .
th-^n that for Method :k.
In dcveloping the prcn • edures for each method two important techniques
must be used. first, it was found that the atmospheric correction is signifi-
•- I
-:3:3-
cant and cannot be nevIectrd as its neglect can cause errors in the computed
unclulation on the order of 2 meters with a truncation cap of 20'. Second,
the numerical integration of Sakes' equation must be done in a precise man-
ner or integra-ion errors of about , meter will result.
A preliminary error ana)Ysis was done considering he error sources
due to potential coefficient errors, gravity anomaly error: , and the truncation
error caused by ml:in4 the potential coefficients to a certain maximum degree
only. This anal ysis indicated that cer t ain cap sizes iaround 10 ;; ► %yould five
poorer results than more optimum sizes, such as 20°, which was selected
for use here.
The aetu: l geoid undulations were computed in the Geos - 3 calibration
area using the GENI o potential coefficients to dc-;ree 1G and the V x 1° mean
anomalies available in July 1975. The results obtained showed a mean differ-
ence of 3.87 m from the Vincent-11ar.Ah geoid with a difference variance of
(2. 5S m)`. The estimated standard deviation of the undulations computed here
were,
 on the order of 1 to 2 meters wifli respect to the defined constant:. This
error analysis neglects the effect of using anomaly bloc's of a size smaller
than 1' x 10, anci the effect of ellipsoidal correction terms to Stokes , cqua-
t ion.
Although these computations have been done for the GF'l6 coefficients
they can easily be reheated for other coefficient sets with a corresponding
error analysis proy iciccl a realistic variance-co yariancc matrix for the poten-
tial coefficients is atiailahle.
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